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We present a detailed analysis of a robust quantum repeater architecture building on the original Duan-
Lukin-Cirac-Zoller !DLCZ" protocol #L.M. Duan et al. Nature !London" 414, 413 !2001"$. The architecture is
based on two-photon Hong-Ou-Mandel-type interference which relaxes the long-distance interferometric sta-
bility requirements by about seven orders of magnitude, from subwavelength for the single photon interference
required by DLCZ to the coherence length of the photons, thereby removing the weakest point in the DLCZ
scheme. Our proposal provides an exciting possibility for robust and realistic long-distance quantum
communication.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum communication ultimately aims at absolutely se-
cure transfer of classical messages by means of quantum
cryptography or faithful teleportation of unknown quantum
states #1,2$. Photons are ideal quantum information carriers
for quantum communication. Unfortunately, photon losses
and the decrease in the quality of entanglement scale expo-
nentially with the length of the communication channel. The
quantum repeater protocol combining entanglement swap-
ping #3,4$ and purification #5$ enables one to establish high-
quality long-distance entanglement with resources increasing
only polynomially with transmission distance #6,7$.

Early physical implementations of a quantum repeater
were based on atoms trapped in high-finesse cavities #8$,
where strong coupling between atoms and photons is re-
quired. In a seminal paper #9$, Duan-Lukin-Cirac-Zoller
!DLCZ" proposed an implementation of the quantum re-
peater by using atomic ensembles and linear optics. In this
protocol atomic ensembles are used as memory qubits to
avoid the challenging request for strong coupling between
atoms and photons. Besides, the DLCZ protocol has built-in
entanglement purification and thus is photon-loss tolerant. In
the efforts of realizing the atomic ensemble based quantum
repeater protocol, significant experimental advances have
been achieved recently. Nonclassical correlated photon pairs
were generated from a MOT and a hot vapor #10,11$. Con-
trollable single photons were generated from atomic en-
sembles with the help of event-ready detection and feedfor-
ward circuit #12–14$. Entanglement between two atomic
ensembles either in the same MOT or in two MOTs at a
distance of 3 m were generated by detecting single photons
#15,16$. Recently, a segment of the DLCZ protocol was
demonstrated #17$.

However, the DLCZ protocol has an inherent drawback
which is severe enough to make long-distance quantum com-
munication extremely difficult. Entanglement generation and
entanglement swapping in the DLCZ protocol depend on a
single-photon Mach-Zehnder-type interference. The relative
phase between two remote entangled pairs is sensitive to

path length instabilities, which has to be kept constant within
a fraction of the photon’s wavelength. Moreover, entangle-
ment generation and entanglement swapping are probabilis-
tic. If connecting neighboring entangled pairs does not suc-
ceed after performing entanglement swapping, one has to
repeat all previous procedures to reconstruct the entangled
pairs. This means that the phase fluctuations must be stabi-
lized until the desired remote entangled pairs are successfully
generated. A particular analysis shows that !see details be-
low", to maintain path length phase instabilities at the level
of " /10 !" is the wavelength; typically "%1 #m for photons
generated from atomic ensembles" requires the fine control
of timing jitter at a subfemtosecond level over a time scale of
a few tens of seconds. This is almost an experimentally for-
bidden technique as compared with the lowest reported jitter
in fiber even for kilometer-scale distances #18$.

In a recent paper #19$, we proposed a robust quantum
repeater architecture building on the DLCZ protocol. The
architecture is based on the two-photon Hong-Ou-Mandel-
type interference #20–23$, which is insensitive to phase in-
stability. The path length fluctuations should be kept on the
length scale within a fraction of the photons coherence
length !say, 1 /10 of the coherence length, which is about
3 m for photons generated from atomic ensembles #12$".
Therefore the robustness is improved about seven orders of
magnitude higher in comparison with the single-photon
Mach-Zehnder-type interference in the DLCZ protocol.

In this paper, we give a particular analysis on the phase
stability problem in the DLCZ protocol and discuss the ro-
bust quantum repeater architecture in detail. The paper is
organized as follows. In Sec. II we review the original DLCZ
protocol and show why the phase stability problem in the
DLCZ protocol is so severe that it makes a long-distance
quantum communication extremely difficult. Section III pre-
sents a detailed analysis of the robust quantum repeater
based on the two-photon Hong-Ou-Mandel-type interfer-
ence. A comparison with other atomic ensemble based quan-
tum repeater protocols is also discussed. Finally, we shall
summarize and draw some conclusions.
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II. DLCZ PROTOCOL

A. Review of DLCZ protocol

Let us first consider a pencil-shaped atomic sample of N
atoms with $ level structure !see inset in Fig. 1". The write
laser pulse induces a spontaneous Raman process, which pre-
pares the forward-scattered Stokes mode and collective
atomic state into a two mode squeezed state #9$. The light-
atom system can be described as

&%' = &0a0s' + (&S†a†&0a0s' !1"

by neglecting higher-order terms, where &0a'= ! i&g'i is the
ground state of the atomic ensemble and &0s' denotes the
vacuum state of the Stokes photons. Here, a† is the creation
operator of the Stokes mode, and the collective atomic exci-
tation operator is defined by S†= 1

(N)i&s'i*g&, where &s' is the
metastable atomic state. The small excitation probability &
'1 can be achieved by manipulating the write laser pulse
#24$.

The entanglement generation setup is shown in Fig. 1!a".
Let us consider two atomic ensembles at sites a and b at a
distance of L0(Latt, with Latt the channel attenuation length.
The Stokes photons generated from both sites are directed to
the beam splitter !BS" at the middle point. Once there is a

click on the detectors, entanglement between communication
sites a and b is established.

The entanglement swapping setup is depicted in Fig. 1!b".
Assume we have created entangled states between atomic
ensembles !a ,bL" and !bR ,c", where bL and bR are at the
same site. The two atomic ensembles at site b are illuminated
simultaneously by read laser pulses. The retrieved anti-
Stokes photons are subject to the BS, and a click on either of
the single photon detectors will prepare the atomic en-
sembles at sites a and c into an entangled state. The en-
tangled pair can be connected to arbitrary distance via en-
tanglement swapping.

B. Phase instability analysis I

In the DLCZ protocol, the single-photon Mach-Zehnder
interference is used in both entanglement generation and en-
tanglement swapping process. Thus the phase is sensitive to
path length fluctuations on the order of photons’ subwave-
length. Note that to implement quantum cryptography or Bell
inequality detection, one has to create two pairs of entangled
atomic ensembles in parallel #9$. The entanglement gener-
ated between the two pairs of atomic ensembles is equivalent
to a polarization maximally entangled state. In this case, the
relative phase between the two entangled pairs needs to be
stabilized, which is helpful to improve the phase instability
#17$. However, the requirement to stabilize the relative phase
in the DLCZ scheme is still extremely demanding for current
techniques.

As shown in Fig. 2, in the entanglement generation pro-
cess the entanglement is established between the atomic en-
sembles !au ,bu" and !ad ,bd" in parallel during a time interval
t0= Tcc) &eL0/Latt , where Tcc=L0 /c is the classical communi-
cation time. Note that one requests 2n&'1 to make the over-
all fidelity imperfection small, where n is the connection
level #9$. The entanglement generated between the two pairs
of atomic ensembles can be described by

&%*u
'au,bu

= !Sau

† + ei*uSbu

† "/(2&vac' , !2"

FIG. 1. !Color online" Setups for entanglement generation and
entanglement swapping in the DLCZ protocol. !a" Forward-
scattered Stokes photons, generated by an off-resonant write laser
pulse via spontaneous Raman transition, are directed to the beam
splitter !BS" at the middle point. Entanglement is generated be-
tween atomic ensembles at sites a and b, once there is a click on
either of the detectors. The inset shows the atomic level structure,
with the ground state &g', metastable state &s', and excited state &e'.
!b" Entanglement has been generated between atomic ensembles
!a ,bL" and !bR ,c". The atomic ensembles at site b are illuminated
by near resonant read laser pulses, and the retrieved anti-Stokes
photons are subject to BS at the middle point. A click on either of
the detectors will prepare the atomic ensembles at a and c into an
entangled state.

FIG. 2. !Color online" In the DLCZ protocol, two entangled
pairs are generated in parallel. The relative phase between the two
entangled states has to be stabilized during the entanglement gen-
eration process.
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&%*d
'ad,bd

= !Sad

† + ei*dSbd

† "/(2&vac' , !3"

where *u=kxu !*d=kxd" denotes the difference of the phase
shifts in the left and the right sides of channel u !d", with xu
!xd" the length difference between the left and the right side
channel u !d". Here k is the wave vector of the photons. For
simplicity we have assumed the lasers on the two communi-
cation nodes have been synchronized, and the phase instabil-
ity is caused by the path length fluctuations. The entangle-
ment generated in this process is equivalent to a maximally
entangled polarization state between the four atomic
ensembles,

&%+*'PME = !Sau

† Sbu

† + ei+*Sad

† Sbd

† "/(2&vac' , !4"

where the relative phase between the entangled states of the
two pairs of the remote ensembles is denoted by +*=k+x
with +x=xu!xd.

In practice, a series of write pulses are sent into the
atomic ensembles and the induced Stokes pulses are directed
to the detectors. The time interval between neighboring write
pulses is larger than the classical communication time. When
there is a click on the detectors, the entanglement is gener-
ated and classical information is sent back to the communi-
cation nodes to stop the subsequent write pulses. In this case,
the change of environment due to imperfections will always
induce path length fluctuations and thus phase instability. If
the entanglement between the two pairs of memory qubits is
always established at the same time, one can consider the
Stokes photons detected at the same time experience in the
same environment. Thus it is easy to find +x=xu!xd=0 and
no phase stabilization is needed.

However, the entanglement generation process is probabi-
listic. The experiment has to be repeated about 1 / !&e!L0/Latt"
times to ensure that there is a click on the detectors. The two
phases *u and *d achieved at different runs of the experi-
ments are usually different due to the path length fluctuations
in this time interval. For instance, the entanglement between
the first pair may be constructed after the first run of the
experiment, and thus we get the phase *u=kxu, while the
entanglement between the second pair may be established
until the last run of the experiment, and thus we obtain the
phase *d=kxd. Therefore to get a high fidelity entangled pair,
the relative phase +*=k+x has to be stabilized during the
whole length of the communication. To stabilize the phase
instability within +*(2, /10, one must control the path
length instability +x(0.1 #m during the whole entangle-
ment generation process.

The path length instability is equivalent to the timing jitter
of the arrival time of the Stoke pulses after transmitting the
channel over kilometer-scale distances. To stabilize the path
length instability +x=c+t(0.1 #m, the timing jitter +t of the
Stokes pulse must be controlled on the order of subfemtosec-
ond.

The time needed in the entanglement generation process
can be estimated as follows. The distance between two com-
munication sites is considered to be L0=10 km, and thus the
classical communication time Tcc=L0 /c is about 33 #s. Usu-
ally we have 2n+100, and thus &+0.0001. In optical fibers,

the photon loss rate is considered to be 2 dB/km for photons
at a wavelength of about 800 nm, and thus the duration t0 of
the entanglement generation process can be estimated to be
about 30 s. Therefore phase stabilization in DLCZ protocol
requires that over a time scale of about a few tens of seconds,
one must control the timing jitter after transferring a pulse
sequence over several kilometers on the order of subfemto-
second. This demand is extremely difficult for current tech-
nology. The lowest reported jitter for transferring of a timing
signal over kilometer-scale distances is a few tens of femto-
seconds for averaging times of -1 s #18$, which is two or-
ders of magnitude worse than the timing jitter needed in the
DLCZ protocol. In free space, the photon loss rate is about
0.1 dB/km and t0 is about 0.5 s. In this case, the path length
instability due to atmosphere fluctuations is even worse. The
timing jitter is on the order of a few nanoseconds over a time
scale of 1 s.

C. Phase instability analysis II

From the above analysis, we know that in the standard
DCLZ protocol, the requirement to stabilize the relative
phase between the two entangled pairs is severe even in the
entanglement generation stage. One may consider if en-
tanglement generation is performed locally, the time needed
in the entanglement generation process is short and thus the
requirement can be alleviated. However, that is not the case.
It is a misunderstanding that the phase only needs to be
stabilized in the entanglement generation process. In the
DLCZ protocol, the single-photon Mach-Zehnder interfer-
ence is also utilized in the entanglement swapping process.
When performing entanglement swapping to connect the
neighboring communication nodes, the phases have to be
stabilized too. In the following, we will give a detailed
analysis to show that the phases between neighboring nodes
have to be stabilized until the desired remote entangled pairs
are constructed.

Suppose elementary entangled pairs are created locally at
each node and the entanglement between neighboring nodes
is generated via entanglement swapping, as shown in Fig. 3.
In the entanglement swapping process, one has to send pulse
sequences over a long distance and thus the path length fluc-

FIG. 3. !Color online" Elementary entangled pairs are created
locally. Entanglement swapping is performed remotely to connect
atomic ensembles between adjacent nodes a and b.
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tuations have to be controlled. The two entangled pairs ob-
tained after entanglement swapping can be described by

&%*1
u'au1

,bu1
= !Sau1

† + ei*1
u
Sbu1

† "/(2&vac' , !5"

&%*1
d'ad1

,bd1
= !Sad1

† + ei*1
d
Sbd1

† "/(2&vac' . !6"

Assume we are going to create the up and down entangled
pairs between two remote communication sites A and B at a
distance of L=23L0. The entanglement connection process is
shown step by step in Fig. 4. The entangled pairs between
neighboring nodes are created as shown in Fig. 3 and then
connected via further entanglement swapping which is also
performed locally. After four steps, two remote entangled
pairs between sites A and B are created,

&./u
'Au,Bu

= !SAu

† + ei/uSBu

† "/(2&vac' , !7"

&./d
'Ad,Bd

= !SAd

† + ei/dSBd

† "/(2&vac' , !8"

where the accumulated phases are /u=)i*i
u and /d=)i*i

d.
The effectively maximally entangled pair can be described as

&.+/'PME = !SAu

† SBu

† + ei+/SAd

† SBd

† "/(2&vac' , !9"

where +/=/u!/d=)i!*i
u!*i

d" is the phase difference be-
tween the up and down entangled pairs. Note that the phases
*i

u or *i
d !i=1,2 , . . . ,8" between different nodes are indepen-

dent from each other, and thus phase stabilization requires
*i

u=*i
d !i=1,2 , . . . ,8".

Because entanglement swapping in every step is probabi-
listic, if the entanglement swapping does not succeed in one
step, one has to repeat all the previous steps to reconstruct
the entangled pairs. In this case, the phase has to be stabi-
lized until the desired entangled pairs &./u

'Au,Bu
and

&./d
'Ad,Bd

are both generated. For example, suppose after
step 3 we have created two up entangled pairs and two down
entangled pairs in parallel. In step 4, we will connect the up
and down pairs, respectively, via entanglement swapping to
obtain the two desired entangled pairs between remote sites
A and B. Since entanglement swapping is probabilistic, it
could be that we succeed in connecting the up pairs and
acquiring &./u

'Au,Bu
, but fail to connect the down pairs after

performing entanglement swapping once. In this case, we
have to repeat steps 1, 2, and, 3 to reconstruct the two down
entangled pairs and then connect them by entanglement
swapping to obtain &./d

'Ad,Bd
. Since the phase /u of the up

pair has been fixed, the phases of the down pairs *i
d

!i=1,2 , . . . ,8" have to be stabilized to satisfy *i
u=*i

d

!i=1,2 , . . . ,8", until the down pair &./d
'Ad,Bd

is successfully
generated. The total time needed in these processes is t4
= t1 / !p1p2p3". In other words, the phases *i

u !i=1,2 , . . . ,8"
and *i

d !i=1,2 , . . . ,8" have to be stabilized over a time in-
terval t4= t1 / !p1p2p3", until the desired remote entangled
pairs &./u

'Au,Bu
and &./d

'Ad,Bd
are both generated. For long-

distance quantum communication, the total time needed is on
the order of several hours #25$. Even in the ideal case, it is
still on the order of a few seconds. Therefore phase stabili-
zation in the DLCZ protocol requires that one has to stabilize
the path length fluctuations over a long time interval after

FIG. 4. Entangled pairs are
generated between neighboring
communication nodes as shown in
Fig. 3. The entangled pairs are
connected by performing further
entanglement swapping to con-
struct entanglement between re-
mote communication sites A and
B. The entanglement connection
process, as well as the accumu-
lated phase, is shown step by step.
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sending a pulse sequence over kilometer-scale distances. As
we discussed above, it is extremely difficult for the current
technique to meet this demanding requirement.

III. ROBUST QUANTUM REPEATER

A. Basic protocol

The phase stability problem could be overcome by inter-
fering two photons #26–28$. Based on this, we proposed a
robust quantum repeater architecture by taking advantage of
two-photon Hong-Ou-Mandel interference #19$. In this sec-
tion, we will give a detailed analysis of the protocol.

To exploit the advantage of two-photon interference, it is
natural to extend the DLCZ protocol by polarization encod-
ing a memory qubit with two atomic ensembles #16,29$ and
entangling two memory qubits at neighboring sites via a two-
photon Bell-state measurement !BSM". Unfortunately, as
shown below, the BSM will not create the desired entangled
state, but a complex superposition state with spurious contri-
butions from second-order excitations, which preclude fur-
ther entanglement manipulation.

Let us consider two communication sites A and B at a
distance of L0. A schematic setup of entanglement generation
is shown in Fig. 5. Each site has two atomic ensembles en-
coded as one memory qubit and the two atomic ensembles at
each node are excited simultaneously by write laser pulses.
We assume the Stokes photons generated from the two
atomic ensembles at the same site have an orthogonal polar-
ization state, e.g., &H' and &V', which denote horizontal and
vertical linear polarization, respectively. In this way the

memory qubit is effectively entangled in the polarization
states of the emitted Stokes photons.

The Stokes photons generated from both sites are directed
to the polarization beam splitter !PBS" and subject to BSM-I
at the middle point to entangle the two neighboring memory
qubits. However, the two-photon state generated in the
second-order spontaneous Raman process will also induce
coincidence counts on the detectors. Thus the BSM-I can
only prepare the neighboring memory qubits into a complex
superposition state with spurious contributions from second-
order excitations. For instance, a coincidence count between
D1 and D4 projects the two memory qubits into

&%'AB = , ei!*A+*B"

2
!SuA

† SuB

† + SdA

† SdB

† " +
1
4

!ei2*ASuA

†2" + ei2*BSuB

†2

! ei2*ASdA

†2 ! ei2*BSdB

†2-&vac' , !10"

where *A and *B are the phases that the photons acquire,
respectively, from sites A and B during the BSM-I. The
atomic ensembles are distinguished by subscript !u ,d" and
!A ,B". The first part is the maximally entangled state needed
for further operations, while the second part is the spurious
two-excitation state coming from second-order excitations.
The success probability is on the order of O!&201

2e!L0/Latt",
where 01 is the detection efficiency. The time needed in this
process is T0+ Tcc

&201
2e!L0/Latt

.
It is obvious that the phases *A and *B only lead to a

multiplicative factor ei!*A+*B" before the desired entangled
state and thus have no effect on the desired entanglement.
The price to pay is that some spurious coincidence counts
from the two-excitation terms are also registered, which ob-
viously prevents further entanglement manipulation and
must be eliminated by some means. However, we find that it
is not necessary to worry about these terms because they can
be automatically washed out if the BSM in the entanglement
swapping step is carefully designed. In the ideal case a maxi-
mally entangled state can be created by implementing en-
tanglement swapping.

The entanglement swapping setup is depicted in Fig. 6.
Let us consider three communication sites A, B, and C, and
assume that we have created the complex entangled states
!Eq. !10"" &%'ABL

and &%'BRC between !A ,BL" and !BR ,C",
respectively #30$. The memory qubits BL and BR at site B are
illuminated simultaneously by read laser pulses. The re-
trieved anti-Stokes photons are subject to BSM-II. Note that
the sequence of the PBSs in BSM-II is different from BSM-I.
The BSM-II is designed like this in order that the two-photon
states converted from the spurious two-excitation terms are
directed into the same output and thus will not induce a
coincidence count on the detectors. In the ideal case, if the
retrieve efficiency is unity and perfect photon detectors are
used to distinguish photon numbers, only the two-photon co-
incidence count will be registered and project the memory
qubits into a maximally entangled state. For instance, when a
coincidence count between D1 and D4 is registered one will
obtain

FIG. 5. !Color online" Setup for entanglement generation be-
tween sites A and B. Forward-scattered Stokes photons, generated
by an off-resonant write laser pulse via spontaneous Raman transi-
tion, are subject to BSM-i at the middle point. The Stokes photons
generated at the same site are assumed to have different polariza-
tion, i.e., &H' and &V'. PBS !PBS±" reflects photons with polarization
&V' !&!'" and transmits photons with polarization &H' !&+ '", where
&± '= 1

(2 !&H'± &V'". After passing through the PBS± and PBS succes-
sively, the Stokes photons are detected by single photon detectors.
A coincidence count between single photon detectors D1 and D4
!D1 and D3" or D2 and D3 !D2 and D4" will project the four atomic
ensembles into the complex entangled state &%'AB up to a local
unitary transformation.
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&*+'AC = !SuA

† SuC

† + SdA

† SdC

† "/(2&vac' . !11"

In this way a maximally entangled state across sites A and C
is generated by performing entanglement swapping. The
maximally entangled state can be extended by further en-
tanglement swapping as usual. Both the entanglement cre-
ation and entanglement connection in our scheme rely on
two-photon interference, so the improvement in insensitivity
to path length fluctuations, as compared to the DLCZ
scheme, is about seven orders of magnitude.

In practice, the retrieve efficiency 0r is determined by the
optical depth of the atomic ensembles #31$, and current
single photon detectors are incapable of distinguishing pho-
ton numbers. Taking into account these imperfections, the
multiphoton coincidence counts in the BSM-II have to be
considered. Through some simple calculations, one can find
that the coincidence counts will prepare the memory qubits
into a mixed entangled state of the form

1AC = p212 + p111 + p010, !12"

where the coefficients p2, p1, and p0 are determined by the
retrieve efficiency and detection efficiency !see the Appen-
dix, Sec. 1 for details". Here 12= &*+'AC**+& is a maximally
entangled state, 11 is a maximally mixed state, where only
one of the four atomic ensembles has one excitation, and 10

is the vacuum state that all the atomic ensembles are in the
ground states.

It is easy to see that 1AC is in fact an effectively maxi-
mally entangled state, which can be projected automatically
to a maximally entangled state in the entanglement-based
quantum cryptography schemes. When implementing quan-
tum cryptography via the Ekert protocol #2$, we randomly
choose the detection basis at the remote sites and detect the
photons retrieved from the atomic ensembles. Then we com-
pare the detection basis by classical communication. In this
process, only the coincidence counts are registered and used
for quantum cryptography. In our case only the first term 12
will contribute to a coincidence count between the detectors
at the two sites and will be registered after classical commu-
nication. The maximally mixed state term 11 and the vacuum
term 10 have no contribution to the experimental results, and
thus 1AC is equivalent to the Bell state &*+'AC= !SuA

† SuC

†

+SdA

† SdC

† " /(2&vac'.

B. Entanglement connection and scalability

The effectively entangled state can be connected to longer
communication distance via further entanglement swapping.
To implement a quantum repeater protocol, a nesting scheme
is used in the entanglement connection process #6,7$. Taking
into account higher-order excitations, the effectively mixed
entangled pair reads 1!=1+ p2!12!+ p3!13!, where the normal-
ized density matrix 12! and 13! denote the two-excitation
mixed state and three-excitation mixed state generated due to
higher-order excitations in the spontaneous Raman process,
and the small coefficients p2! and p3! are on the order of
O!&"'1. After the jth swapping step, the effectively en-
tangled pair can be described as !see the Appendix, Sec. 2"

1sj
! = p2sj

12sj
+ p1sj

11sj
+ p0sj

10sj
+ p2sj

! 12sj
! + p3sj

! 13sj
! .

!13"

Here 12sj
is the maximally entangled state between two

memory qubits at a distance of L=2 jL0, and 11sj
and 10sj

are
also the maximally mixed state and vacuum state, respec-
tively. Note that 1s1

! =1! is just the mixed entangled state
created after the first entanglement swapping step. The coef-
ficients can be estimated to be

p2sj
! % O!j&",p3sj

! % O!&" , !14"

p2sj
+ p2sj!1

+ O!j&" !2 = 0,1,2" . !15"

From Eq. !14", it is easy to see that the contributions from
higher-order excitations 12sj

! and 13sj
! can be safely neglected,

as long as the small excitation probability fulfills j&'1,
which can be easily achieved by tuning the write laser pulse.
One can also see that the coefficients p2sj

, p1sj
, and p0sj

are
stable to the first order, therefore the probability to find an
entangled pair in the remaining memory qubits is almost a
constant and will not decrease significantly with distance
during the entanglement connection process. The time
needed for the jth connection step satisfies the iteration for-
mula Tsj

= 1
psj

#Tsj!1
+2 j!1Tcc$ with psj

the success probability

FIG. 6. !Color online" Setup for entanglement connection be-
tween sites A and C via entanglement swapping. Complex en-
tangled states have been prepared in the memory qubits between
sites !A ,BL" and !BR ,C". The memory qubits at site B are illumi-
nated by near resonant read laser pulses, and the retrieved anti-
Stokes photons are subject to BSM-ii at the middle point. The anti-
Stokes photons at the same site have different polarizations &H' and
&V'. After passing through PBS and PBS± successively, the anti-
Stokes photons are detected by single photon detectors. Coinci-
dence counts between D1 and D4 !D1 and D3" or D2 and D3 !D2 and
D4" are registered. The memory qubits will be projected into an
effectively maximally entangled state 1AC up to a local unitary
transformation. Note that the sequence of PBSs in BSM-II is dif-
ferent from BSM-I. This helps to eliminate the spurious contribu-
tions from second-order excitations.
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of the jth swapping step. The total time needed for the en-
tanglement connection process is

Ttot + T0.
j

psj

!1 +
Tcc

&201
2eL0/Latt!L/L0"log2

1/0
, !16"

where 0=0r
201

2 is a constant. The excitation probability can
be estimated to be &%L0 /L, and then the time needed in the
entanglement connection process Ttot3 !L /L0"2+log2

1/0
scales

polynomially or quadratically with the communication dis-
tance.

One can modify our protocol by performing entanglement
generation locally and entanglement swapping remotely. It
will help to increase the scalability, since entanglement gen-
eration is usually the rate-limiting stage due to the low exci-
tation probability. Local entanglement can also be generated
via the standard DLCZ protocol and then connected by two-
photon Hong-Ou-Mandel interference, because local path
length fluctuations can be well-controlled. The experimental
setup is shown in Fig. 7. Here we need BSM-I to eliminate
spurious contributions from high-order excitations. Note that
the setup in Fig. 7 is a simple variation of the scheme due to
Jiang et al. #25$, where entanglement generation is per-
formed remotely and entanglement swapping is performed
locally. We remark that this simple modification is crucial to
long-distance quantum communication, as entanglement
generation relies on single-photon interference and must be
performed locally.

C. Alternative approach

The locally entangled memory qubits can be generated by
other means. Atomic ensembles can also serve as a quantum
memory to store a photonic state #32,33$. By applying a
time-dependent classical control laser pulse of a Rabi fre-
quency 4c, the whole system has a particular zero-energy
eigenstate, i.e., the dark-state-polariton. The single-polariton

state is &D ,1'=
4c!t"

(4c
2!t"+g2N

&1'p&0'a! g(N
(4c

2!t"+g2N
&0'pS†&0'a, with g

being the coupling constant for the &g'! &e' transition. Here
&0'p !&1'p" is the vacuum !single-photon" state of the quan-
tized field to be stored. The quantum memory works by adia-
batically changing 4c!t" such that one can coherently map
&D ,1' onto either a purely atomlike state &0'pS†&0'a where the
single photon is stored, or a purely photonlike state &1'p&0'a,
which corresponds to the release of the single photon.

To exploit the advantage of two-photon Hong-Ou-
Mandel-type interference, we need a quantum memory for
the photonic polarization qubits. Figure 8 shows quantum
memory for storing any single-photon polarization states by
the dark-state-polariton method. Two atomic ensembles be-
ing a quantum memory for polarization qubits at each node
are thus the required localized memory qubit in our scheme.
Thus transformation between an arbitrary photon polariza-
tion state 2&H'+5&V' and the corresponding state stored in
atomic ensembles !2Sh

†+5Sv
†"&0' can be achieved by adia-

batically manipulating the control laser pulse. Importantly,
our quantum memory works even when the two probability
amplitudes in the stored state 2&H'+5&V' are not c-numbers
but quantum states of other photonic qubits. As a result, two
memory qubits U and D at one site #see Fig. 9!a"$ can be
deterministically entangled in their “polarizations” by storing
two polarization-entangled photons, e.g., 1

(2 !ShU

† ShD

†

+SvU

† SvD

† "&vac'! 1
(2 !&H'&H'+ &V'&V'". The latter are entangled

by a deterministic polarization-entangler using four single
photons, linear optics, and an event-ready detection. With an
overall success probability of 1

8 for perfect photon counting,
such an “event-ready” entangler can deterministically gener-
ate two maximally polarization-entangled qubits !see the Ap-
pendix Sec. 3".

Polarization encoding allows a two-photon interference
entanglement swapping to construct entanglement between
adjacent sites. As shown in Fig. 9, one can first create each

FIG. 7. !Color online" Elementary entangled pairs are first lo-
cally generated via the standard DLCZ protocol. The anti-Stokes
photons are subject to BSM-i to connect neighboring communica-
tion nodes. We also assume the anti-Stokes photons retrieved from
atomic ensembles at the same site have different polarization. Note
that BSM-i also helps to eliminate the spurious contributions from
higher order excitations.

FIG. 8. !Color online" Quantum memory for photonic polariza-
tion qubits. Two ensembles are driven by a classical control field.
Classical and quantized light fields are fed into the first PBS and
will leave at two different outputs of the second PBS. As each
atomic cell works as a quantum memory for single photons with
polarization &H' or &V' via the adiabatic transfer method, the whole
setup is then a quantum memory of any single-photon polarization
states. The inset shows the relevant level structure of the atoms. The
&e'! &s' transition is coherently driven by the classical control field
of Rabi frequency 4c, and the &g'! &e' transition is coupled to a
quantized light field.
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memory pair in maximal event-ready entanglement at two
adjacent communication nodes and then the two photons
stored in the two U memories are simultaneously retrieved
and subject to a two-photon BSM at the middle point. Con-
ditioned on the result of this BSM, the remaining two D
memory qubits are maximally entangled, also in an event-
ready way. Usual entanglement swapping can be applied to
the polarization encoding memory qubits and thus allows the
implementation of a robust quantum repeater.

D. Entanglement purification

With imperfect entanglement and erroneous local opera-
tions, entanglement connection, together with decoherence,
will reduce the fidelity of entanglement. Then at a certain
stage of entanglement connection, the less entangled states
have to be purified via the entanglement purification protocol
#34,35$ to enable further entanglement connection. Figure 10
shows how to achieve linear optical entanglement purifica-
tion between any specified two nodes, e.g., node-I and node-
J, across which one has less entangled pairs of quantum
memories.

Assume two effectively mixed entangled pairs of fidelity
F are created in parallel via entanglement connection as we
discussed above. The effectively entangled states stored in
the four memory qubits are converted into entangled photons
by the read laser pulses, and then subject to two PBSs, re-
spectively. The photons in mode b1 and b2 are detected in the

&± '= 1
(2 !&H'± &V'" basis by single photon detectors, and will

project the photons in mode a1 and a2 into an effectively
maximally entangled state of higher fidelity F! !see the Ap-
pendix, Sec. 4". The higher-fidelity entangled pair in mode a1
and a2 can be restored into two distant memory qubits at
nodes I and J by means of the dark-state-polariton method
for further manipulation.

To generate a remote entangled pair, the nested quantum
purification has to be implemented #6,7$. The total time over-
head to create entanglement across two communication
nodes at a distance of 1280 km can be numerically esti-
mated. In our calculation, we assume the distance L0
=10 km and the photon loss rate is 0.1 dB/km in free space.
To improve the scalability, we assume entanglement genera-
tion is performed locally and the entanglement generation
time is considered to be 100 #s. The fidelity of the adjacent
entangled memory qubits is F=0.88, as can be estimated by
connecting two adjacent memories from two pairs of photon-
memory entanglement after 5 km free space transmission of
both photons #36$. One of the major factors affecting the
efficiency of our scheme is single-photon detection. Fortu-
nately, high-efficiency photon counting is feasible by using
quantum state transfer and state-selective fluorescence detec-
tion with nearly unit efficiency #37,38$. To increase the effi-
ciency, we assume photon counting detectors with detection
efficiency 99% are used, and the retrieve efficiency is con-
sidered to be 98%. Entanglement purification is performed
three times during the entanglement connection process to
improve the fidelity. Our numerical results give a total time
of about 23 s to create an effectively entangled pair, with a
probability of 0.75 to get the entangled pair of fidelity 94%.

E. Comparison between different schemes

Recently, several atomic ensemble based quantum re-
peater schemes were proposed building on the DLCZ proto-
col. These schemes still have the phase stability problem
since single-photon interference is also used in some stages.

FIG. 9. !a" Entanglement swapping between adjacent communi-
cations nodes A and B. Two pairs of entangled memory qubits are
first generated by storing the event-ready entanglement of two pho-
tons at each node. Then the two photons stored in the U memory at
the two nodes are simultaneously retrieved and subject to a two-
photon BSM at the middle point. This entanglement swapping pro-
cess will in an event-ready way entangle the two distant D memory
qubits. !b" Entanglement connection to extend the communication
length. Two well-entangled pairs of memory qubits, one across
nodes !A ,BL" and !BR ,C" are prepared in parallel. The BSM on the
two photons released simultaneously from the two memories at
node B results in, with a probability of 1 /2, well-entangled quan-
tum memories across nodes A and C in a definite Bell state.

FIG. 10. !Color online" Setup for quantum entanglement purifi-
cation. Entangled states have been prepared in the memory qubits
between two distant nodes I and J. The memory qubits at the two
sites are illuminated by a near resonant read laser pulse, and the
retrieved entangled photon pairs are directed to two PBS, respec-
tively. The photons in mode b1 and b2 are detected in the &± '
= 1

(2 !&H'± &V'" basis and the remaining photons in mode a1 and a2
are restored in the memory qubits at the two sites, respectively.
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The scheme presented in Ref. #25$ is similar to our protocol,
where they gave a detailed analysis on the superior scalabil-
ity of polarization encoding. However, single-photon inter-
ference is used in the entanglement generation process, and
thus entanglement generation should be performed locally.
As we have discussed in Sec. III, a simple modification of
their original scheme allows the implementation of a robust
quantum repeater. In Ref. #39$, Simon et al. proposed a
quantum repeater, where they suggested to make entangle-
ment generation attempts many times with the help of photon
pairs and multimode memories. The use of multimode
memories promises a speedup in entanglement generation by
several orders of magnitude. However, entanglement genera-
tion and entanglement swapping in this protocol need single-
photon interference. The remaining phase stabilization prob-
lem can be overcome by using those cases where the
entaglement swapping succeeds at the same time for the up-
per and lower chains #40$, since the phase instability should
be controlled during the whole entanglement connection pro-
cess, but not only in entanglement generation process. Be-
sides, the fidelity of the final entanglement is sensitive to
phase instability due to the lack of entanglement purification.
It was pointed out that in this type of protocol, an initial
small phase error will induce the final entanglement fidelity
no more than 65% #25$.

The ideas of polarization encoding, two-photon BSM, and
active entanglement purification presented in our protocol
are crucial to long distance quantum communication. The
combination of these ideas enables a realistic fault-tolerant
quantum repeater with atomic ensembles and linear optics.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have given a particular analysis on the
phase stability problem of the DLCZ protocol. This problem
can be overcome by taking advantage of two-photon Hong-
Ou-Mandel-type interference, which alleviates the phase sta-
bility requirements by about seven orders of magnitude.
Most of the ingredients in our protocol have been experimen-
tally realized in recent years #23,29$. A long storage time is
crucial for implementing atomic ensemble based quantum
repeater protocol. Storage time of up to 30 #s was reported
recently #13$. An optical dipole trap may have the potential
to extend the storage time to 1 s. According to a recent pro-
posal, quantum memory with nuclear atomic spins might
have a very long storage time of hours #41$. Our scheme also
relies on the ability to reliably transfer of photon’s polariza-
tion states over a free-space or optical fiber channel. Two
recent experiments demonstrated this ability up to 100 km in
free space #42$ and in fiber #43$. Our scheme faithfully
implements a robust quantum repeater and thus enables a
realistic avenue for relevant long-distance quantum commu-
nication.
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APPENDIX: EVALUATION OF COEFFICIENTS

1. Entanglement swapping

In practice, the retrieve efficiency 0r is limited by the
optical depth of the atomic ensemble and single photon de-
tectors cannot resolve the photon number. Thus the three-
photon and four-photon coincidences are also registered
when performing BSM-II, which will result in an effectively
entangled state 1= p212+ p111+ p010. The unnormalized coef-
ficients are calculated to be

p2
!u" =

0r
201

2

32
, !A1"

p1
!u" =

0r
2!1 ! 0r"01

2

16
+

0r
3

32
/0102

2
+ 01

20 , !A2"

p0
!u" =

0r
3

32
!1 ! 0r"/1

2
0102 + 01

20 +
0r

2!1 ! 0r"201
2

32

+
0r

4

64
/1

4
02

2 + 01
20 , !A3"

where 01 and 02 are the detector efficiency for the single
photon state and two photon state. The success probability of
entanglement swapping is p= p2

!u"+ p1
!u"+ p0

!u".

2. Entanglement connection

Considering high-order excitations in the spontaneous Ra-
man process, the effectively entangled pair can be described
by 1!=1+ p2!12!+ p3!13!. Here we introduce a two-excitation
density matrix 12!, containing the terms SuA

†2, SdC

†2, SuA

† SdA

† ,
SuA

† SuC

† etc., and three-excitation density matrix 13!, containing
the terms SuA

†2SuC

† , SdC

†2SuA

† , SuA

† SuC

† SdC

† , SuA

† SdA

† SuC

† , etc., to denote
the contributions from higher-order excitations. The small
efficient p2! and p3! are on the order of O!&"'1. When imple-
menting nesting entanglement connection, the effectively en-
tangled state reads 1sj

! = p2sj
12sj

+ p1sj
11sj

+ p0sj
10sj

+ p2sj
! 12sj

!
+ p3sj

! 13sj
! . The unnormalized coefficients can be calculated to

be

p2sj

!u" +
1
2

p2sj!1

2 0 , !A4"

p1sj

!u" +
1
2

0#p1sj!1
p2sj!1

+ O!p2sj!1
p2sj!1
! " + O!p1sj!1

p2sj!1
! "

+ O!p0sj!1
p3sj!1
! "$ , !A5"
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p0sj

!u" +
1
8

0#p1sj!1

2 + O!p0sj!1
p2sj!1
! "$ , !A6"

p2sj
!!u" % O!p2sj!1

p2sj!1
!2 0" + O!p1sj!1

p3sj!1
! 0" , !A7"

p3sj
!!u" % O!p2sj!1

p3sj!1
! 0" , !A8"

with 0=01
20r

2, where the three-photon coincidence counts are
safely neglected. From the above equations, we find that

p3sj
!!u"

p2sj

!u" % O/ p3sj!1
!

p2sj!1

0 % O/ &

p2
0 , !A9"

p2sj
!!u"

p2sj

!u" % O/ p2sj!1
!

p2sj!1

0 + O/ p3sj!1
!

p2sj!1

0 % O/ j&

p2
0 , !A10"

p1sj

!u"

p2sj

!u" +
p1sj!1

p2sj!1

+ O/ p3sj!1
!

p2sj!1

0 + O/ p2sj!1
!

p2sj!1

0 , !A11"

p0sj

!u"

p2sj

!u" +
1
4/ p1sj!1

p2sj!1

02

+ O/ p2sj!1
!

p2sj!1

0 , !A12"

where we have considered that the coefficients p2sj!1
, p1sj!1

,
and p0sj!1

are on the same order of magnitude. Finally, we
conclude that during the nesting entanglement connection
process, the coefficients can be estimated to be

p3sj
! % O!&",p2sj

! % O!j&" , !A13"

p2sj
+ p2sj!1

+ O!j&" . !A14"

The success probability of the jth entanglement connection is
psj

= p2sj

!u" + p1sj

!u" + p0sj

!u".

3. Deterministic entangler

The deterministic single-photon polarization entangler is
depicted in Fig. 11. The input state is &!'1&V'2&+ '1!&H'2!. In
the ideal case where single photons can be created on de-
mand and photon-number counting detectors are used to
identify the Bell states, we will obtain two maximally en-
tangled photons in &%+'ab or &*!'ab, conditioned on a coinci-
dence count in two of the four detectors with a success prob-
ability 1

8 #44$.
However, current single photon sources are probabilistic

and the most used single photon detectors cannot distinguish
between one and more than one detected photons. Due to
these imperfections, the output state in a and b is not a pure
state but a mixed entangled state. Assuming the single pho-
ton sources can generate single photons with probability pr,
it is easy to see that when there are two photons
!11,22 , 11,2!2 , 11! ,22 , 11! ,2!2" with probability pr

2!1! pr"2,
three photons !11,1! ,22 , 11,1! ,2!2 , 11,2 ,2!2 , 11! ,2 ,2!2"
with probability pr

3!1! pr", and four photons !11,1! ,2! ,2!2"

with probability pr
4 emitted from single photon sources, there

will be a coincidence count between two of the detectors.
Considering all these possibilities, we find that if one of

the four coincidence counts occurs, e.g., D1 and D4 is regis-
tered, the output state in a and b is equivalent to an effec-
tively maximally entangled state

1c = p2c12c + p1c11c + p0c10c, !A15"

with the unnormalized coefficients

p2c
!u" =

pr
401

2

32
, !A16"

p1c
!u" =

pr
3!1 ! pr"01

2

8
+

pr
401

2

32
+

pr
40102

64
, !A17"

p0c
!u" =

1
32

#pr
3!1 ! pr"!201

2 + 0102" + pr
40102 + 4pr

2!1 ! pr
2"01

2$ .

!A18"

Here 12c is one of the maximally entangled Bell states, 11c is
the one-photon maximally mixed state, and 10c is the vacuum
state, which indicates that all the input photons are detected
and there is no photon in the output a and b. After the event-
ready mixed entangled state is successfully generated, it will
be directed and stored into memory qubits at each commu-
nication node as discussed in the main text. The success
probability for the event-ready entangler is pc= p2c

!u"+ p1c
!u"

+ p0c
!u".

4. Entanglement purification

Suppose we have generated an effectively mixed en-
tangled state 1m= p2m12m+ p1m11m+ p0m10m of fidelity F

FIG. 11. !Color online" Deterministic single-photon polarization
entangler. PBS !PBS±; PBSR/L" reflects photons with vertical polar-
ization &V'!&!'" ; &L' and transmits photons with horizontal-
polarization &H' !&+ ' ; &R'". Here &± '= 1

(2 !&H'+ &V'" ; &R /L'
= 1

(2 !&H'± i&V'". The four single photons are prepared on demand in
an initial state &!'1&V'2&+ '1!&H'2!. After passing through the first
PBS and PBS±, one selects the “four-mode” case where there is one
and only one photon in each of the four output modes. Then the
BSM will collapse photons in modes a and b into a Bell state
conditioned on the result of the BSM. In our case, a coincidence
count between single-photon detectors D1 and D4 !D1 and D3" or
between D2 and D3 !D2 and D4" leaving photons along paths a and
b deterministically entangled in &%+'ab!&*!'ab".
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across nodes I and J. For simplicity, we assume the mixed
state is of the form 12m=F&*+'IJ**+&+ !1!F"&%+'IJ*%+&, with
&*+'IJ= !SuI

† SuJ

† +SdI

† SdJ

† " /(2&vac' and &%+'ij = !SuI

† SdJ

†

+SdI

† SuJ

† " /(2&vac'. Two pairs of entangled memory qubits are
generated in parallel. Linear optical entanglement purifica-
tion will project the photons in modes a1 and a2 into a mixed
entangled state of higher fidelity F!= F2

F2+!1!F"2 , which can be

described as

1p = p2p12p + p1p11p + p0p10p, !A19"

with 12p=F!&*+'IJ**+&+ !1!F!"&%+'IJ*%+&. The unnormalized
coefficients are

p2p
!u" =

1
2

p2m
2 0r

401
2#F2 + !1 ! F"2$ , !A20"

p1p
!u" = p2m

2 0r
3!1 ! 0r"01

2 +
1
2

p1mp2m0r
301

2

+ p2m
2 0r

4F!1 ! F"0102, !A21"

p0p
!u" = p2m

2 ,1
4

0r
4F202

2 + 0r
3!1 ! 0r"F!1 ! F"0102

+ 0r
2!1 ! 0r"2!F + 1/2"01

2 + 0r
3!1 ! 0r"F20102-

+ p2mp1m,0r
2!1 ! 0r"!Fm + 1/2"01

2 + 0r
3F

2
0102-

+
1
8

p1m
2 0r

201
2 + p2mp0m0r

2F01
2. !A22"

The success probability of entanglement purification is pp

= p2p
!u"+ p1p

!u"+ p0p
!u".
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